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introDuCtion
At the present days an intense 
search for new technologies aiming 
to provide further power trans
mission efficiency and reliability 
together with environmental impact 
mitigation is widely carried out. 
Nowadays some characteristics 
of operating conventional power 
transmission overhead lines do not 
fully meet uptodate requirements, 
chiefly because of low capacity, 
control systems imperfection and 
appreciable negative environmental 
performance. Implementation of 
compact overhead lines, including 
equipped with control devices ones 
(compact controllable OHL) seems 
to be one of the most effective ways 
to solve above mentioned problem 
[110].

Compact controllable OHL could 
be designed in singlecircuit, dou
blecircuit and multiplecircuit mode. 
Implementation of singlecircuit 
compact OHL allows to reach higher 
capacity using the same voltage level 
and conductor type, while doublecir
cuit and multiplecircuit lines provide 
also OHL equivalent parameters 
regulation.

Compact OHL design involves 
phase configurations with minimal 
allowable phasetophase distanc
es, optimized bundle configuration, 
modern tower structures with 
reduced phasetophase distances, 
various insulation phasetophase 
elements (insulation spacers) with
in the span (to provide mechanical 
stability of phase conductor opera
tion under various severe weather 
conditions). Phasetophase 
approach results in OHL electrical 
and technical specs improvement 
and thus transmission capacity 
increase.

While designing doublecircuit OHL 
phases of different circuits could be 
approached. 

In this case distances between ap
proached phases of different circuits 
must exceed the minimal required 
insulation distances at maximum op
erating voltage and also under light
ning and commutation overvoltages 
according to Russian State Rules for 
Electrical Installation (PUE7).

Compact OHL provide electric and 
magnetic field parameters regulation 
and thereby OHL equivalent parame
ters and capacity adjustment.

Phasetophase distance reduction 
amplifies circuits mutual electro
magnetic influence depending on 
phase shift (θ) between voltage 
systems of different circuits. Above 
mentioned effect is used to change 
and regulate equivalent parameters 
of each single circuit and of the line 
in a whole.

Phase shift between voltage systems 
of separate circuits can be fixed 
(0°, 120°, 180º) or adjustable. In 
the former case discreet regulation 
could be executed by application of 
appropriate connection schemes 
between circuits and substation 
buses (θ=0º and θ=120º) and im
plementation of transformers with 
different connection groups (θ=180º). 
In the latter case smooth regulation 
(0°÷180º) requires application of 
phase angle rotation devices (PAR), 
which can combine also transformer 
or autotransformer functions. Phase 
regulating devices together with 
controllable compensation devices 
application allows to execute deep 
regulation of equivalent transmis
sion parameters during normal and 
emergency operation regimes.

Realization of compact controllable 
OHL technical advantages allows 
(being compared to conventional 
OHL) to obtain significant technical 
and economical effect, expressed in 
unit costs of power grid building and 
power transmission reduction and 
power system parameters improve

inFoRMation

History of 
transmission 
towers. first 
desiGns

First transmission towers 
that appeared at the 
end of the XIX century 
were made out of wood. 
Wooden transmission 
towers are still used 
when it is economically 
viable. Between 1904 
and 1906, а number of 
power lines with metal 
transmission towers 
were built in the US. The 
towers themselves were 
provided by the Aermotor 
Windmill Company, a US 
windmill producer. 

The design of these 
USmade transmission 
towers featured a wide 
base made out of fairly 
thin rods. (“widebased 
towers”). 

In the 1920–1930s, 
Germanmade 
transmission towers 
became widely popular. 
They featured thin, 
rectangular in plan, legs 
with a base plate placed 
on a solid compact 
foundation. This approach 
allowed to substantially 
reduce costs related 
to the amount of land 
used. In the mid XX 
century mass production 
of transmission towers 
made out of reinforced 
concrete began.
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significant transmission line 
capacity increase appears 
to be the main advantage 
of compact controllable 

ohl. being equipped with control 
devices, compact controllable ohl 

also provide power flux regulation 
according to power system regime 
requirements, and environmental 
effect mitigation due to right-of-way 
reduction and field strength decrease 
in external space of the line.

power transmission eFFiciency 
increase using controllable 
compact overHeaD lines
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tors at the beginning and at the end 
of the transmission line;

 – impedance (Ohm):

 
(2)

where:
, — specific inductive resist

ance of OHL conductor (phase) (Ohm/
km); 

 – specific capacitive sus
ceptance of OHL conductor (phase) 
(mho/km); 

 – specific resistance of OHL con
ductor (phase) (Ohm/km);

 – active transversal conductance 
of OHL conductor (phase) (mho/km), 
defined by following expression: 

,

where  – average annual coro
na losses, U – rated voltage;

 — conductor inductivity;
 — capacity of OHL conductor;
 – wavelength (electrical degree), 

where l – line length (km), 
 – phase shift factor (el.deg./km):

 
(3)

When voltage values, line length 
and impedance are fixed, maximum 
possible power flux through the line 
is reached when , i.e. when 
phase shift between voltages  and 

 is equal to 90°. 

In this case expression (1) takes on 
following form:

 (4)

When wave distance is equal, to 90 
el. deg.,  and voltage magni
tudes  are equal expression 
(4) simplifies as follows:

 
(5)

Expression (5) defines natural 
loading of the transmission line. 
This notion is rather convenient for 
analysis and comparison of various 
technical solutions during over
head transmission lines design as 
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ment. Compared to conventional 
overhead lines, compact controllable 
OHLs implementation to power grid 
provide the following:

 – capacity increase;
 – providing of wide range 

main regime parameters 
regulation; 

 – reduction of total costs by 
10–20% per transmission 
capacity unit;

 – OHL construction com
pacting and less land 
allocated for OHL; 

 – environmental impact 
mitigation.

Above described advantages especial
ly increased (up to next higher rated 
voltage level) capacity define differ
ences between application fields of 
compact controllable and convention
al overhead lines and should be taken 
into account while OHL designing. In 
case of control devices application 
their type and power are also subject
ed to system functions of concrete 
transmission line.

Implementation of compact controlla
ble OHL are especially reasonable in 
following cases:

 – as intersystem transmis
sion lines aiming to provide 
power fluxes between 
power systems (due to in
creased capacity and wide 
range regulation ability);

 – as system transmission 
lines providing above men
tioned advantages

 – to provide power supply to 
distant major consumers;

 – to provide increased power 
flow when voltage uprating 
seems to be nonefficient 
and another OHL building 
is not feasible;

 – in cities or other densely 
populated areas (due to 
allocated land reduction up 
to 36% for 220 kV OHL and 
42% for 500 kV ones).

overheAD lines’ 
mAin teChniCAl 
pArAmeters 
Overhead lines’ main technical pa
rameters are the following: 

 – ohmic and inductive re
sistance; 

 – capacitive susceptance; 
 – conductance; 
 – impedance and wave

length constants; 
 – reactive power and natural 

loading; 
 – power vector flux; 
 – electric and magnet

icfield strength at the 
conductor surface and 
around the line; 

 – acoustic noise and radio 
interference levels.

Above mentioned parameters are de
pendent on the factors listed below: 

 – phasetophase configu
ration; 

 – single conductor 
crosssection; 

 – number of conductors per 
bundle; 

 – phase voltage values and 
mutual vector orientation.

OHL main technical parameter is 
its capacity (Р), i.e. maximum active 
power OHL is able to transmit. Its 
value could be defined by following 
expression [1213]:

 
(1)

where:

,  – voltage vectors at the begin
ning and at the end of the transmis
sion line, respectively;
δ – phaseshift between voltage vec
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CompaCt overHead 
lines 

The increase in 
transmission capacity 
through the use of 
compact transmission 
lines is one of the 
most effective ways of 
developing power grids 
as it allows to minimize 
transmission costs by 
decreasing perunit 
overhead line construction 
costs. A more efficient use 
of conductor materials 
in power lines leads to 
reduction in the required 
land, and that creates 
additional economic 
benefits. The benefits are 
most noticeable in areas 
with high cost of land. 

OHL capacity could be 
significantly increased by 
phasetophase distance 
reduction with insulating 
interphase spacers 
installation. Compact 
OHL operating  provides 
higher power transmission 
without uprating OHL. 
In this case total costs 
decrease due to allocated 
land and substational 
equipment costs reduction.

In other countries 
compact overhead lines, 
featuring short distance 
between 110–500 kW 
phases, became widely 
popular. In terms of 
design, these can be 
either singlecircuit or 
multicircuit lines, or one 
tower can host multiple 
circuits of different rated 
voltage.
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it could be considered as a capacity 
index. 

As follows from expression (5), 
capacity increase could be achieved 
by impedance reduction that on its 
turn could be decreased by specific 
inductive resistance reduction and/
or specific capacitive susceptance 
increase, according to (2).

mAin ConstruCtive 
feAChures of 
CompACt ohl
Main differences between single-cir-
cuit compact and conventional ohl 
of the same voltage level consist in 
reduced phasetophase distances 
(up to 30–50% of values typical for 
conventional OHL), improved design, 
changed bundle configuration and 
number of conductors per bundle 
increased. This causes change of 
electromagnetic field parameters 
in both interphase and surround
ing space. Electromagnetic field 
amplification in the inner space of 
the line allows OHL transmission 
capacity increasing thus improving 
electrical and technical specs of the 
OHL. Lower electromagnetic field 
in the surrounding space results in 
environmental impact mitigation. 
Electrical schemes of singlecircuit 
compact OHL do not practically differ 
from conventional modes. When 
various control devices are applied 
regime parameters regulation could 
be provided, at the same time lines’ 
characteristic remain constant.

Double-circuit compact ohl also 
considerably differ from conventional 
ones. Each doublecircuit compact 
OHL circuit in fact appears to be 
a threephase line, like above de
scribed singlecircuit compact OHL. 
Regime parameters regulation for 
doublecircuit compact OHL like for 
singlecircuit ones could be provided 

by control devices, implemented in 
grid nods. Doublecircuit compact 
OHL circuit inherent parameters 
remain constant during operation.

Double-circuit compact controllable 
ohl differ from conventional ones in 
constructive, schematic and regime 
ways. Main differences consist in 
phase approaching in twos so in fact 
doublecircuit compact controllable 
OHL consists of two pairs of ap

proached phases of different circuits 
(see fig. 1).

The following technical solutions are 
used in compact phase suspension 
design: towers with no grounded 
elements in the interphase space 
(particularly wraparound types), 
special wire suspension technologies 
including Vshaped insulator chains 
or insulating crossarms. Various 
insulating phasetophase elements 

phAse-shift DisCrete regulAtion 
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(i.e. insulating spacers) can be in
stalled in the span aiming to improve 
mechanical stability of closelyadja
cent phase design. 

Distances between approached phas
es of different circuits must exceed 
the minimal required insulation 
distances at maximum operating 
voltage and also under lightning and 
commutation overvoltages according 
to Russian State Rules for Electrical 
Installation (PUE7).

Phasetophase distance reduction 
causes increased mutual electro
magnetic influence between circuits, 
which value depends on voltage 
system phase shifting, i.e. relative 
phase displacement (θ) between 
threephase voltage vector systems. 
This effect is used to change and 
regulate equivalent parameters 
and characteristics of each circuit 
and of the line in a whole. Purpose
ful θ regulation provides required 
capacity and regime parameters of 
transmission line. Schematically 
doublecircuit compact controllable 
OHL differences from other types are 
in circuits connection to threephase 
substational bus systems, made in a 
way to provide appointed phase shift 
(θ). Phase shift value (θ) could vary 
during operation within the range of 
0–180º, or be fixed (0; 120º), depend
ing on required load. Phase shifting 
could be achieved by appropriate 
phasing in OHL connection schemes 
(fig. 2), or by application of special 
phase angle rotation devices (PAR), 
which can combine also transform
ers or autotransformers functions. 
(fig. 3). Compact controllable OHL 
just like the other OHL types could be 
additionally equipped with regulation 
devices, connected either to phase
toground or to phasetophase 
voltage.

Doublecircuit and multiplecircuit 
compact OHL due to circuits’ mutual 
electromagnetic influence give an op
portunity to provide line parameters 

selfcompensation, so they are called 
controllable selfcompensating OHL.

teChniCAl 
ChArACteristiCs 
of CompACt 
ControllAble 220 kv 
ohl 
The results of natural load compari
son between conventional and com
pact (including compact controllable) 
220 kV OHL are given on fig. 4. Fig. 4 
shows that compact 220 OHL being 
compared with conventional ones 
show 1.51.8 times increase capacity.

The computations, carried out 
showed the following:

 – natural load of doublecir
cuit compact controllable 
220 kV OHL is close to nat
ural load of conventional 
singlecircuit 500 kV OHL;

 – doublecircuit 220 kV com
pact controllable OHL unit 
costs do not exceed ones 
of singlesircuit conven
tional 500 kV OHL.

 – significant cost saving due 
to difference between 220 
and 500 kV control and 
substational equipment 
cost could be achieved by 
application of compact 
220 kV OHL equipped with 
control devices instead of 
500 kV conventional ones.

Сomputations of compact control
lable 220 and 500 kV OHL parame
ters were carried out. More than 20 
design cases with various number of 
conductors per bundle, bundle space, 
phasetophase distanses, phaseto
phase and phasetoearth positions 
were studied in regimes with follow
ing phase shift values: θ=0º, θ=120° 
and θ=180°. 

As an example, comparison between 
doublecircuit 220 kV OHL main 
characterictics of compact control
lable and conventional design is 
given below. The following technical 
characteristics were compared:

  –  natural load 
value;

  –  specific reactive 
power value;

nAturAl loAD of Different 220 kv ohl types

fig. 4
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The researches carried out showed 
that according to total discounted 
value criterion implementation of 
doublecircuit compact controllable 
OHL for 220 kV transmission line is 
more effective than conventional lines 
when transmission capacity exceeds 
300 MW. When transmission capacity 
level reduces lower than 300 MW, 
conventional lines show better effi
ciency. Losses compensation expens
es level (at 5,000 hours of maximum 
load utilization per year) for the whole 
region power system is considerably 
(approximately twice) higher for con
ventional lines (with single conductor) 
than for compact controllable OHL.

phAse Control 
DeviCes 
implementAtion 
Modern control devices, including 
phase regulators and longitude and 
transversal compensation devices 
can be used successfully to adjust 
compact OHL parameters.

One of the most effective 
methods of OHL parameters 
adjustment is phase control 
that provides the following:

 – control of power flows 
(nondependent on OHL 
design) in complex power 
grid in order to maintain 
required node voltages 
and minimize losses;

 – redistribution of active 
power flows between 
parallel transmission 
lines with either same or 
different voltage ratings 
with opportunity to load 
one of them to the opti
mum system operating 
conditions;

 – power grid mode optimi
zation;

CompArison results between Double-CirCuit 220 kv  
ohl mAin ChArACteriCtiCs of CompACt ControllAble  
AnD ConventionAl Design 

OHL type Conventional 220 kV OHL 
(fig. 5B) Compact controllable 220 kV OHL (fig. 5A)

Phase shift, θº 0º 120º 180º

Conductor type АС 300/66

Number of conductors per 
bundle 1 2

Impedance, Ohm 206.3 118.9 0.58* 107.8 0.52*

Natural load value 
 , MW 304.6 529.0 1.74* 583.0 1.91*

Natural load value per one 
circuit 152.3 264.5 1.74* 291.5 1.91*

5.77 9.23 1.6* 10.17 1.76*

0.176 0.153 0.87* 0.168 0.95*

Basic cost indexes of 220 kV 
OHL with lattice tower 
structures, 103 RUR./km;

2,195 2,578.8 1.17* 2,578.8 1.17*

Cost of 1 km length 220 kV 
OHL and 1 MW of transmit
ted power, 103 RUR /MW 

7.2 4.87 0.68* 4.42 0.61*

note: * – ratio of compact controllable 220 kv oHl parameter to the respective parameter of conventional oHl.

table 1

CompACt ControllAble 220 kv ohl tower “seAgull” (A)  
AnD 5 ConventionAl 220 kv ohl tower (b) 
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  –  ratio of natural 
load value to 
rightofway 
width; 

  –  ratio of natural 
load value to 
total conductor 
cross section;

– basic cost indexes of 220 kV 
OHL with lattice tower 
structures;

– cost of 1 km length 
220 kV OHL and 1 MW  
of transmitted power  
(table 1).

Proposed compact controllable 
220 kV OHL design is given on fig. 5А, 
conventional– on fig. 5B

Comparison results (fig. 68) show 
compact controllable OHL advan
tages and could be used for 220 kV 
OHL type choosing for given power 
facility.

Compact controllable OHL operation 
efficiency was studied for existing 
doublecircuit 220 kV OHL.

For studied line following technical 
solutions were examined:

 – doublecircuit convention
al 220 kV OHL (fig. 5b) with 
natural load equal to 305 
MW, equipped with com
pensation devices;

 – doublecircuit 220 kV com
pact controllable OHL with 
delta phase configuration 
(fig. 5a) under phase angle 
equal to 120° with two 
ACSR conductor bundle 
(crosssection of single 
conductor is 300 mm2), 
with natural load equal to 
524 MW
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As fig. 10 shows, natural power flow 
distribution from OÉS of Siberia 
to OÉS of Ural is 997 MW (when 
δPST = 0º) that consists of 352 MW 
power flow through design transit 
500 kV and 645 MW power flow 
through 500 kV lines in Siberian and 
Kazakhstan power grids.

When phase was shifted due to PAR 
installation (δPST = ±60º), power flows 
through studied branches changed 
significantly.

When δPST is near –30º, a power 
flow through 500 kV OHL located on 
Kazakh territory is almost equal to 
zero, that could be considered as a 
regime when that OHL are switched 

off, and the entire power is flowing 
through overhead lines situated in 
Russia. 

In this case (when δPST = –30º) power 
flow through design transit 500 kV 
OHL is 974 MW that is close to con
ventional 500 kV OHL under natural 
load.

In case of further power flows in
crease (over 974 MW), capacity lack 
will occur, if conventional OHL are 
chosen for design transit. In this 
case it seems feasible to implement 
compact controllable 500 kV OHL 
on studied transit, that will provide 
natural load up to 1480 MW, or to 
equip conventional line with with 

results of eConomiC feAsibility CompArison of Different  
Double-CirCuit 220 kv ohl types

fig. 9 
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implementation  
in russia

A l number of  design 
projects on constructing 
compact power lines 
have been already 
completed in Russia.

A 146.7 km long 330kW 
compact power line 
connecting Pskov HPP 
with Novosokolniki  is in 
operation from 1993 year.

 – static and dynamic stabili
ty improvement;

 – limit or increase of 
power flows according to 
technical or commercial 
requirements.

In order to provide phase adjustment 
in power grids, installation of special 
regulating transformertype (PAR) or 
combined power electronic devices is 
required.

PARs are not aimed to increase 
capacity of certain overhead lines. 
Nevertheless, due to load optimization 
for every OHL in studied crosssection, 
its use will result in power grid capacity 
increase and occurs to be an effective 
way to increase allowable power flux 
through given power grid crosssection.

A phase control efficiency study for 
existing power grid is given below. 

As a studied region a 500 kV power 
grid section where power flows are 
exchanged between interconnected 
power grids (OÉS) of Siberia and Ural 
was chosen. 

Computations of different modes of 
the united power grid of Russia were 
done with a glance to the 500 kV grid 
development scenario in studied re
gion, and the currently being designed 
500 kV OHL (next “design transit”) put 
into operation in particular.

Both conventional and compact sin
glecircuit 500 kV OHL were studied. 
Calculation results for maximum 
power flow from OÉS of Siberia to 
OÉS of Ural are shown on fig.10. Both 
fixedphase and phasecontrolled 
(with PAR installed at the beginning 
of the design transit).

In the phase adjustment case dif
ferent phase angles (δPST) within the 
range of ±60º were studied. Regime 
when δPST = 0° corresponds to regime 
without PST installation.

nAturAl loAD of Different Double-CirCuit 220 kv 
ohl types 

rAtio of nAturAl loAD vAlue to right-of-wAy wiDth  
of Different Double-CirCuit 220 kv ohl types

rAtio of nAturAl loAD vAlue to totAl ConDuCtor Cross 
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to allocated land and substational 
equipment costs reduction.

Power grid capacity increase due to 
implementation of compact overhead 
lines including, equipped with control 
devices ones, appears to be one of 
the most costeffective ways to im
prove existing power grids as it helps 
to reduce the cost of transportation 
of electric energy per 1 MW of trans
mitted power through an increase in 
flow capacity, rightofway reduction 
and more effective control devices 
application.

Compared to the conventional over
head lines, compact controllable 
ones provide the following:

 – 1.21.8 times increase in 
capacity;

 – 1.52 times less land 
allocated for OHLs at 
the same transmission 
capacity;

 – ability to control power 
flows and their directions

 – reduction of total costs by 
10–20% per transmission 
capacity unit;

 – increase in reactive power 
control devices’ efficiency;

 – use of lesscapacitive and 
cheaper reactive power 
and voltage regulating 
devices;

 – increase of OHL’s mechan
ical strength under severe 
weather conditions.
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inFoRMation

tHe meCHanism 
of pHase sHifter 
aCtion 

These are devices 
consisting of two 
transformers, placed 
right at the energy 
source: the first 
transformer is a 
controlled one and is 
connected in parallel to 
the line, while the second 
one is a serieswound 
transformer and its 
secondary winding is 
connected in series. And 
due to winding circuit 
design, voltage vector on 
the series winding is at a 
90electricdegree angle 
to the phase voltage of 
the grid. 

By changing voltage 
on the series winding 
using the controlled 
transformer, one can 
perform turning of the 
total voltage vector at 
the beginning of the grid 
and thus control the 
angle between voltages 
at the beginning and at 
the end of the line, thus 
controlling the power flow.

Another possible way 
of implementing phase 
shifters is to use so 
called unified power flow 
controllers, through a 
chain connection of two 
voltage switch converters, 
one of which is connected 
in parallel to the power 
line, while the other one – 
in series.

longitude compensation devices of 
appropriate power. If necessary, the 
active power flows through 500 OHL 
could be increased up to 1,486 MW 
(at δPST = –60º) by phase regulator 
installation. Phase control efficiency 
during δPST changing within the range 
of ±60º is determined by power grid 
conditions.

It should be mentioned, that when 
δPST =  –60º, a total power flow from 
OÉS of Siberia to OÉS of Ural though 
OHL located on Russian territory 
could reach 1,868 MW vs. 997 MW 
without PAR (δPST = 0º). When δPST is 
positive, a power flow to OÉS of Ural 
will drop. So at δPST = +15º, the power 
flow becomes equal to zero (fig. 10) 
and at δPST = +60º, a power flow of 
about 876 MW will be transmitted 

backwards, i.e. from OÉS of Ural to 
OÉS of Siberia.

It is worth mentioning that the tech
nical and design works carried out to 
date together with obtained experi
ence leads to the conclusion that it is 
economically feasible to use compact 
controllable OHL (including equipped 
with phase control devices ones) that 
provide higher capacity and power 
flow management according to pow
er grid regime requirements.

ConClusion
Nowadays the researches, carried 
out, allow to draw a conclusion about 
economic feasibility of compact con
trollable OHL implementation into 

Russian United Power System due 
to provided capacity increase, envi
ronmental impact mitigaton together 
with rightofway and total costs per 
1 transmitted megawatt reduction. 

OHL capacity could be significant
ly increased by phasetophase 
distance reduction with insulating 
interphase spacers installation.

The most effective way to improve 
doublecircuit OHL characteristic is 
to develop a doublecircuit compact 
controllable OHL, providing increased 
capacity and regulation ability due to 
amplified mutual circuit electromag
netic influence. Compact OHL oper
ating allows to provide higher power 
transmission without uprating OHL. 
In this case total costs decrease due 

power flows through 500 kv ohl vs. phAse shift

fig. 10
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